We consider SU (N ) QCD in a new quadratic gauge which highlights certain characteristic of the theory in the non-perturbative sector. By considering natural hermiticity property of the ghost fields we cast this model as non-Hermtian but symmetric under combined Parity (P) and Time reversal (T) transformations. We explicitly study the PT phase transition in this model. This is very first such study in the non-Hermitian gauge theory. The ghost fields condensate as a direct consequence of spontaneous breaking of PT symmetry. This leads to realize the transition from deconfined phase to confined phase as a PT phase transition in this system. The hidden Csymmetry in this system is identified as inner automorphism in this theory. Explicit representation is constructed for the C-symmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetries and their spontaneous break down played crucial role in the understanding of physics from time to time. About two decades ago the formulation of usual quantum mechanics where all physical observables are represented by self adjoint operators, has been extended to include non-self adjoint operators for their observable. Two important discrete symmetries, namely Parity (P) and Time Reversal (T) are instrumental in such formulation as first shown in Ref. [1, 2] . Consistent formulation with real energy eigenvalues, unitary time evolution and probabilistic interpretation for unbroken PT symmetric non-Hermitian quantum systems have been formulated in a different Hilbert space equipped with positive definite CPT inner product. Such non-Hermitian PT symmetric systems generally exhibit a phase transition ( or more specifically a PT breaking transition ) that separates two parametric regions: (i) region of the unbroken PT symmetry in which the entire spectrum is real and eigenstates of the systems respect PT symmetry and (ii) a region of the broken PT symmetry in which the whole spectrum (or a part of it) appears as complex conjugate pairs and the eigenstates of the systems do not respect PT symmetry. The physics at this transition point is extremely rich in nature and the typical characteristics of the non-Hermitian system are reflected by the behavior of the system at the transition point. Thus, the PT phase transition and its realization being extremely important in theories with non-hermitian systems have been studied frequently [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Even though self-adjointness of quantum observables have never been challenged, this formulation of complex quantum mechanics created remarkable interest in several fronts of physics including open quantum systems [15] , scattering theory [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , optics etc. Particularly the theory of optics where several physical processes are known to follow Schrdinger like equations, provides a fertile ground to verify the implications of such formulations experimentally. PT symmetric complex potentials are realized through complex refractive index in the optical media and the consequence of PT phase transition has been experimentally realized in optics [14, 16, [25] [26] [27] . Therefore, the applicability of this path breaking formulation of complex quantum theories relies on observing PT phase transition in various physical systems.
In the present work, we for the first time demonstrate the PT phase transition in a gauge theory. We consider SU(N) QCD in the newly found quadratic gauge [28] , which is shown recently to have substantial implications in the non-perturbative sector of the theory [28, 29] , to study the PT phase transition. This is a novel study of PT phase transition in a gauge theory. Although the non-Hermitian extension of a gauge theory has been explored [30, 31] , this particular subject has never been touched upon. The gauge has a few following unusual features. (1) The gauge does not fall in the class of Abelian projection gauges [32] and has quark confinement signatures. So far, studies of the confinement have been done in Abelian projection gauges. (2) It is the covariant algebraic gauge. In general, algebraic gauges are not covariant. (3) It removes the Gribov ambiguity on the compact manifold contrary to the case of usual gauges. [29] . This theory has two distinct phases, one is normal phase or deconfined phase and in the other ghost fields condensate leading to the confinement phase [28] . The Lagrangian density which represents the deconfinement phase of the theory is shown to be non-Hermitian by adopting the natural but unconventional property of hermiticity for ghosts [33] . However, the theory is invariant under PT transformations of the gluon and ghost fields. We explicitly show that the appearance of the ghost condensed state is the direct consequence of the spontaneous break down of the PT symmetry. At this transition point the theory passes from deconfined phase to confined phase. We further identify the inner automorphism in this system as the C-symmetry which is inherent in all PT symmetric systems and connects the negative PT norm states to positive PT norm states and vice-versa. This C-symmetry is useful to define the non-Hermitian theory in a fully consistent manner in the modified Hilbert space endowed with CPT inner product. We explicitly construct the representation of the C-symmetry for the present non Abelian theory. This provides us the first example of the explicit representation of the C-symmetry in any gauge theory. Hence, the present theory can be viewed as consistent non-Hermitian gauge theory. Now we present the plan of the paper. In the next section, we consider a charged scalar theory with non-Hermitian mass matrix to set the mathematical preliminaries for the later non Abelian non-Hermitian model. Two phases of the QCD in the newly found quadratic gauge have been elaborated in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, non hermiticity and PT symmetry properties of two phases have been discussed. The transition from deconfined phase to confined phase has also been identified as PT phase transition in this section. Explicit representation of the C-symmetry is constructed. Last Sec. is kept for results and discussions.
II. THE TOY MODEL OF NON HERMITIAN COMPLEX SCALARS
In what follows from the next section has a close analogy with simple complex scalar non-Hermitian model discussed in Refs. [31, 34] . Hence, we first study the non-Hermitian theory of charged scalars. This theory is described by the following Lagrangian
where
We will be interested only in cases for which m 
Then, the parity and time reversal respectively are defined on the doublet as follows
where P and T now are 2 × 2 matrices and complex conjugation in time reversal is due to anti-linearity. We can make a clear guess for the choice of P by the analogy of the parity transformation in R 2 , where x → x and y → −y. The parity in R 2 suggests that the field φ 1 transforms as a scalar and the other, φ 2 transforms as a pseudo scalar. Therefore, the P has the following matrix form
This leaves us with the only choice for the time reversal T under which the Lagrangian is PT-invariant. We must choose T = 1 2 [31, 34] . One can in principle swap the roles of P and T however in order to interpret this PT-symmetric theory in terms of a coupled system with gain and loss, one should take T = 1 2 [31, 34] . The theory remains in the unbroken PT-symmetric state as long as the eigenvalues of the mass matrix given as below remain real,
So, for |m
we are in the phase of unbroken PT symmetry. When |m
2 happens, we step into the region of broken PT-symmetry as eigenvalues turn complex and PTψ ± = ±ψ ± is no longer valid, where ψ ± are eigenfunctions of the mass matrix M 2 corresponding to eigenvalues M 2 ± . We shall encounter similar non Hermitian mass matrix for gluons in our non Abelian model to be discussed.
Since the eigenvalues in Eq. (7) do not change under µ 2 → −µ 2 , there still exist the charge conjugation symmetry under which the theory is CPT invariant in both PT broken and unbroken phases. The charge conjugation is defined as follows
with C=P [31, 34] . The theory in the region |m we will see later.
III. SU(N) QCD IN THE QUADRATIC GAUGE
Here we discuss a model in which we intend to establish a PT phase transition. The model relies on the new type of quadratic gauge fixing of Yang-Mills action as follows [28] ,
where f a (x) is an arbitrary function of x. The Faddeev-Popov determinant in this gauge is given by
Therefore, the resulting effective Lagrangian density contains gauge fixing and ghost terms as follows,
where ζ is an arbitrary gauge fixing parameter and (
we shall drop the summation symbol, but the summation over an index a will be understood when it appears repeatedly, including when repeated thrice as in the ghost terms above. In particular,
where the summation over indices a, b and c each runs independently over 1 to N 2 −1. With this understanding, we write the full effective Lagrangian density in this quadratic gauge as
where the field strength
ν (x) and in the second version the F a are a set of auxiliary fields called Nakanishi-Lautrup fields [35] . As shown in [29] , The Lagrangian is BRST invariant [36, 37] which is essential for the ghost independence of the green functions and unitarity of the S-matrix. The substantial non-perturbative implications of this gauge have been studied in Refs. [28, 29] .
A. Phases of the theory in the quadratic gauge
This theory has two different phases [28] : the normal or deconfined phase and the ghost condensed phase showing the confinement. The Lagrangian in normal phase is given by Eq. (13) itself. We should note that the ghost Lagrangian does not have kinetic terms.
They act like auxiliary fields in the normal phase, but play an important role in the IR regime as we discuss now.
Ghost condensation
To demonstrate the significance of ghosts in terms their condensates in the IR limit and citing its value for the present purpose also, we elaborate the ghost condensation and its implication thoroughly. The form of the second term of the expression (12) appearing in the ghost Lagrangian contains ghost bilinears multiplying terms quadratic in gauge fields.
Hence if the ghosts freeze they amount to a non-zero mass matrix for the gluons as follows
whereas diagonal components of M 2 dyn are zero since f aac = 0. To obtain a spectrum of the theory i.e., to obtain masses of gluons, we must diagonalize the matrix and find eigenvalues.
Required demonstration is simple in an SU(N) symmetric state, where all ghost-anti-ghost condensates are identical i.e.,
This was achieved by introducing a Lorenz gauge fixing term for one of the diagonal gluons, in addition to the purely quadratic terms of Eq. (9). This gauge fixing gives the propagator to the corresponding ghost field. Using this ghost propagator, one can give nontrivial vacuum values to bilinears c a c c within the framework Coleman-Weinberg mechanism as described in [28] . Thus, when all the condensates are identical the mass matrix becomes
which is an antisymmetric matrix i.e., non Hermitian,
due to the antisymmetry of the structure constants. The resulting mass matrix for the gluons has N(N − 1) non-zero eigenvalues only and thus has nullity N − 1. Because of the antisymmetry, eigenvalues occur are purely imaginary and in conjugate pairs. Thus, the N(N − 1)
off-diagonal gluons acquire masses and the rest N − 1 diagonal gluons remain massless. The massive off-diagonal gluons are presumed to provide evidence of Abelian dominance, which is one of signature of quark confinement. Thus, we see that the ghost condensation acts as the QCD vacuum. Therefore, in the ghost condensed phase the Lagrangian can effectively be given as follows
Here M 
Thus we end our discussion on the quadratic gauge model. Having reviewed all the prerequisites, we are now in position to move on to the outlined objective of the work.
IV. PT PHASE TRANSITION IN THE GAUGE THEORY
There have been studies on the non-Hermitian extension of a gauge theory. However, the subject of PT phase transition has not been explored in gauge theories. Here we show that the non Abelian gauge theory of interest exhibits the PT phase transition. Since discussion on PT symmetry becomes meaningful only in non-Hermitian systems we first discuss the hermiticity property of two different phases.
A. Hermiticity of the theory
The effective Lagrangian in the normal phase is given in Eq. (13)
Now the hermiticity property of fields A a µ is well defined since they describe real degrees of freedom. Fields must be Hermitian in order to define the real degrees of freedom i.e.,
However, such is not the case for ghosts. Their hermiticity remains unclear. Based on the following heuristic argument, we shall define this property for ghosts under which the present theory can be cast as non-Hermitian model. As the operation of conjugation in principle transforms particle to its anti particle, the following is the natural choice of hermiticity property for ghosts [33] 
Under Eqs. (21), (22) , the Lagrangian in the normal phase in Eq. (13) is not invariant since
but the following ghost term is not Hermitian since
The effective Lagrangian in the ghost condensed (confinement) phase (18) is also not Hermitian as the mass term for gluons is purely imaginary as explained. Important point here is to note that non hermiticity of the Lagrangian in this ghost condensed phase is free of the hermiticity convention for ghosts as they do not appear in this phase and thus the non hermiticity of the ghost condensed phase is profound. The Lagrangian (18) obeys the extended hermiticity [28] i.e., when the following inner automorphisms is applied hermiticity
with the property
where L i are the individual Lagrangian terms such as − 1 4
The inner automorphism is essentially exchanging group indices between conjugate gluons i.e., 1 ↔ 2, 4 ↔ 5, 6 ↔ 7, 3 ↔ 8. In the adjoint representation it is given by 
We have thus shown that both the normal and confined phases are non-Hermitian, later being profoundly. Hence, it becomes interesting to discuss state of PT symmetry in this theory which we shall commence now.
B. PT symmetry of the theory
As in the case of the hermiticity, parity and time reversal properties of the gluons are well defined but not for ghosts. For gluons, parity is given as
The rule for parity is same for all gluons as it is a linear operator. It is easy to see that Lagrangian in the normal phase (13) is invariant under parity if we choose ghosts to be pseudo scalars,
The ghosts being scalars under parity is equally acceptable for parity invariance of normal phase. Such convention is chosen in Ref. [38] . However, we feel that the parity transformation above is more suitable as ghosts are anti-commuting scalars.
The case of the time reversal is not straight forward unlike parity as the time reversal is an anti-linear operation. Since some of the generators of SU(N) are purely imaginary, the time reversal property is not same for all gluons. We shall explain it using SU(3) group, further generalization to SU(N) is obvious. In SU(3), three generators namely, 2nd,5th and 7th are purely imaginary. Therefore, time reversal for gluons is given by
where index p is 1, 3, 4, 6, 8 and,
where index q is 2, 5, 7. Therefore, the field strength with any spacetime and group indices can utmost change up to overall negative sign i.e., 
Thus, the action in the normal phase (13) is invariant under time reversal given that the time reversal property for ghosts is defined in the following manner,
and,
where the description of indices p and q are as above. Anti-linearity makes two sets of ghosts transform in a completely different manner. Thus, the theory in normal phase is individually both parity and time reversal invariant. This PT symmetry breaks down spontaneously in the confined phase as we explain now.
The theory in the confined phase is given by Eq. (18),
It is easy to check that parity (25) is still a symmetry. However, the time reversal is broken due to pure complex nature of the mass term,
and also PTψ = ±ψ, where ψs are eigenfunctions of the mass matrix (16) . The first two terms of L GC remain unaffected by the time-reversal. Thus, PT symmetry is violated in this phase. We can see that the anti symmetric nature of structure constant appearing in the mass matrix has led to this breaking. Important point again here is to note that the PT symmetry violation in the confined phase is profound as it is independent of the convention for ghosts. Therefore, the transition from the normal phase to the confinement phase with SU(N) symmetric ghost condensates can be identified as PT phase transition from unbroken to broken PT phase.
There is a crucial difference between the non Abelian model and the toy model of complex scalars. Complex scalar theory has the parameter η ≡ 
C. C-symmetry
In the PT symmetric non Hermitian quantum mechanics, a C-symmetry (not the charge conjugation) is defined to improve the probabilistic interpretation of the PT-inner product and is inherent in all PT symmetric systems hence it becomes essential to find C-symmetry in the given model. We show that in the setup of quantum field theory in which we are working the inner automorphism provides the representation of this C-symmetry. So far, no explicit representation of the C-symmetry is known in the framework of gauge theories.
This symmetry in quantum mechanics must satisfy the following three conditions
The inner automorphism satisfies QFT analogue of the conditions (34) as we explain now.
(1) The inner automorphism exchanges group indices i.e., 1 ↔ 2, 4 ↔ 5, 6 ↔ 7, 3 ↔ 8 and the Lagrangian of the initial unbroken PT theory in the normal phase contains sum over group index a. Hence, the Lagrangian and therefore Hamiltonian in this phase remain invariant under the inner automorphism. Thus, QFT analogue of the first of conditions (34) is obeyed.
(2) PT is a space-time symmetry and the inner automorphism is the operation in the group space. Therefore, it is easy to check that changing the order of inner automorphism and PT operations on Lagrangians of both the phases in Eqs. (13) and (18) It is clear that the theory in both the phases is invariant under CPT. In the broken PT phase, the theory also violates CP symmetry but preserves the CT, in complete analogy with the scalar model described in sec. II.
V. CONCLUSION
The main features of the non-self adjoint theories are encoded in the rich characteristics of the PT phase transition, hence it is extremely important to study the PT phase in PT symmetric non self adjoint theories. Even though non-Hermitian extension of various models in quantum field theory have been studied, PT phase transition was not realized in the framework of a gauge theory. In the present work, we have demonstrated the PT phase transition by constructing appropriate non-Hermitian but PT symmetric model of QCD in a recently introduced quadratic gauge which throws light on certain typical characteristics in non-perturbative sector. In this particular gauge, we have ghost fields condensation leading to confinement phase. We have shown the transition from deconfinement phase to confinement phase is a PT phase transition in this model of QCD. Ghost condensates occur as a direct consequence of PT symmetry breakdown. To have a fully consistent non-Hermitian quantum theory, it is important to explicitly find the C-symmetry which is inherent in all PT symmetric non-Hermitian systems. We have found the C-symmetry with its explicit representation in this model which is nothing but the inner automorphism. Thus, we give a new example where representation of C-symmetry in a gauge theory is constructed. It would be interesting to further study the relevance that the implications of the PT-phase transition in this model may hold for the other areas of research.
